




Romanticism in sight: the light visuals and well-defined lines are big highlights of the new
Season SS22. These finish of product in a very subtle way, bringing all together in a very elegant final product. In the 
design of the Beautiful Poetry collection, there is a mix of refined, conceptual and delicate. As for the colors, they are 

light, assuming the role of the soft tones that are bets on the summer.







Cool casual and doses of fashionism! Careful eyes on quick and immediate solutions for uncomplicated the 
daily productions of the new season. In this theme, we present styles with simplistic shapes and pure with sober 

colors and easy to match. The result is a basic and very minimalist mix. Style tip: You can bet on the 
configuration of basic and casual shape + modern pieces of clothing to compose the look hi-lo more in tune 

with the station.

Top styles on this theme :Mules, loafers, flatforms, casual sneakers, comfort sandals. The top Colors in this 
theme: white, Blueberry, red, black, Crema.

Also Flats, lace-up colors neutral tones, Mascarpone, Crema, Miele, Salmone, Gamma, Nocciola, Tobacco.







It's time to celebrate the details and colors that make up the female universe. The idea of bringing everything 
together this symbolism in one place, so the more mixed and the more detailed the better. The colors are

vibrant and unique, yielding a refined and fashion look. In this you protagonist that explores the creativity 
in detail to create styles that yield production.

Top styles on this theme: open mules, pumps, flats toe, classic san
Colors for this theme: Mango, Fragola, Gamma, Grape, Pistacchio.







The beach and vacation vibe invades our lives and transports itself to the cities. Final product is one
relaxed look and full of color inserted in the urban setting. We dedicate this theme to explore all the tones of the 
chart of the most colorful season of the year, besides, we experimented get out of the common place and create 
special color combinations and with lots of freshness, making everything very fun that visually works to let the 

total atmosphere relax.

Top styles on this theme: slides, toe sandals, flatforms, sporty sandals
Colors: this theme allows all tones of the chart.







The naturalistic style never disappoints for having models with simple shapes, but sensible elegant.
In this theme, we exercise the sensitivity found in nature, which is represented in the materials, colors

and shapes used in the shoes. This style explores timeless creativity, with emphasis on handwork in the best boho 
and ethnic style, giving room for a rustic naturalism in connection with nature and the experiences it provides.

Top styles for this theme: laceup, flatforms.
Colors of the chart in this theme: natural and earthy tones






